
It’s always a fun idea to introduce some structured taste testing when exploring food. Time 
and time again we find this activity to be a real hit with students - even when we’ve tried 
facilitating it as a quick “time-filler”, taste testing can easily become the main event. They just 
love investigating! Here’s how to do it...

What are you tasting? You could try:
• Different apple varieties, for example 

Granny Smith Apples
• Salted vs. unsalted dishes
• Local vs. imported fruits or vegetables
• Dried fruit using additives vs. without 
• A blended vs. chunky soup using the same 

ingredients
• Canned vs. freshly cooked and mashed 

pumpkin vs. baby food jarred pumpkin
• Brand name vs. generic products

Choose up to 6 judging categories:
For example, crunchiness, colour, flavour, 
ripeness, sweetness, tartness, saltiness, 
spiciness, bitterness, texture, smell, origin, 
mouthfeel, after taste etc.

Focus on each category separately, and rate it 
from 1 (least) to 5 (most)
For example, you might expect a granny smith 
apple to rate quite highly in the tartness category 
(closer to 5).

What’s your flavour profile? 
Creating flavour profiles (joining up the X’s to 
make a shape) is a great way to compare and 
contrast each taste test visually. Not just for each 
ingredient, but for each person too! Students 
love comparing their profiles with each other. 
Getting a sneak peak into how your friends 
experience the wonderful world of food? Cool!

Taste Testing & Graphing
Try this! 

See over the page for your printable version!

Tried and (Taste) TestedWe use tasting graphs in many of our workshops to bring the simple act of eating healthy food to a whole new level. Students love being presented the “official judging” challenge! We performed a half day of student taste testing using this very method when starting our Good Food Café. Read more about our home-cooked cafeteria here: www.foodshare.net/good-food-cafe.
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Print this! 


